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Humberto Maturana über Francisco Varela
Das aktuelle Heft der "Constructivist Foundations" enthält die Beiträge einer Tagung, die 2011 in Sardinien zum Thema
"The ethical meaning of Francisco Varela's thought" abgehalten wurde. Darunter ein Text von Humberto Maturana
"Reflections on My Collaboration with Francisco Varela", in dem dieser sehr persönlich seine eigene Geschichte mit
Francisco Varela erzählt, die 1966 begann, als er selbst 38 und Varela 20 war. Im Abstract heißt es: " Francisco Varela
and Humberto Maturana worked closely together for several short episodes and wrote joint publications during the
1970s and 1980s. After that their respective paths in life diverged. What is the common ground and what are the
differences between these two authors with respect to their lives and aims? The author reconstructs their common
history in the form of personal reflections and conversations with Varela. The personal reflections reveal the intellectual
path Maturana took to develop his way of thinking, in particular his fascination with explanatory processes and the
phenomenon of life. The conversations with Varela portray him as a man of great “cognitive autonomy,” whose career
started with the intention to study “psychism in the universe.” For Varela it seemed possible, through meditation, to
reach transcendental reality as something that exists externally to the living of human beings and that can be known as
such. Maturana, by contrast, claims that there is no way to refer to such a universal truth. Rather, human beings
generate all the worlds they live in. While the two men collaborated in both teaching and writing, they eventually created
two different constructivist approaches driven by a different set of questions. Both Humberto Maturana and Francisco
Varela have decisively contributed to constructivist approaches." Zum vollständigen Text…
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